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Abstract. Modeling and managing variability is a key activity in a
growing number of software engineering contexts. Support for composing
variability models is arising in many engineering scenarios, for instance,
when several subsystems or modeling artifacts, each coming with their
own variability and possibly developed by different stakeholders, should
be combined together. In this paper, we consider the problem of com-
posing feature models (FMs), a widely used formalism for representing
and reasoning about a set of variability choices. We show that several
composition operators can actually be defined, depending on both match-
ing/merging strategies and semantic properties expected in the composed
FM. We present four alternative forms and their implementations. We
discuss their relative trade-offs w.r.t. reasoning, customizability, trace-
ability, composability and quality of the resulting feature diagram. We
summarize these findings in a reading grid which is validated by revisiting
some relevant existing works. Our contribution should assist developers
in choosing and implementing the right composition operators.

1 Introduction

Designing, developing and maintaining software systems for one customer, one
hardware device, one operating system, one user interface or one execution con-
text is no longer an option. Numerous organizations rather need to efficiently
produce a large variety of similar software products, for satisfying the require-
ments of a particular domain. Variability, defined as "the ability of a software
system or artifact to be efficiently extended, changed, customized or configured
for use in a particular context" [1], is pervasive in a growing number of systems,
from software product lines (SPLs) [2] to dynamic adaptive systems [3]. When
properly managed, variability can lead to order-of-magnitude improvements in
cost, time-to-market, and productivity of products.

Models are traditionally employed to formally identify, organize and config-
ure features of a system, automate the generation of products as well as their



verification. A variety of models may be used for different development activities
and artifacts – ranging from requirements, source codes, certifications and tests
to user interfaces. In an increasing number of scenarios, support for composing
models and their variability is becoming more and more crucial [4–16].

Multiple systems. When a multitude of subsystems (modular systems such as
software components or services) or artifacts must be combined, several vari-
ability descriptions are to be related, organized and finally composed to form a
consistent result. This context of use is broad, with first needs on organizing sev-
eral software product lines with shared variabilities [5], evolving to compositional
software product lines [4], in which a complex domain is captured and organized
[14] into multiple product lines [8,11] with relations between input product lines’
variability models. Handling these relations really lead to both reasoning on the
represented configuration sets and maintaining a understandable organization
(i.e. a feature hierarchy) for the organizations. The same situation arises when
extracting FMs from different software artifacts [12,17–19]. However these vari-
ous usages necessitate different interpretations of the FM composition operation
to reflect the captured variable assets.

Multiple stakeholders. Together with multiple product lines comes the need to
handle different stakeholders on one or several SPLs. Researchers developed tech-
niques for FMs that reflect organisational structures and tasks. For example,
Reiser et al. [6] address the problem of representing and managing FMs in SPLs
that are developed by several companies in the automotive domain. Several FMs
are used and structured hierarchically, so that they can be managed separately by
suppliers. The FM composition is then concerned with the propagation of local
changes through the hierarchy. In a similar situation, Hartmann et al. [7] used an
FM in the context of a multiple SPL supporting several dimensions. It requires
the definition of a merging process of FMs during their pre-configurations.

Multiple perspectives. The need for reasoning on FM compositions while manipu-
lating a consistent FM hierarchy is also emphasized by the separation of concerns
on variability models. With their increasing complexities and usages, practition-
ers may define different viewpoints according to different criteria or concerns.
The most used viewpoints are the ones defining the user-oriented view (exter-
nal variability) from the technical features (internal one) [2]. These views have
many usages [10,20,21], i.e. defining abstraction layers, reflecting organizational
structure with specific stakeholders [22], supporting collaborative design [23] or
multi-level staged configurations [24]. Separation of these views also means that
some relations and compositions must be done at some point to reason over the
whole SPL, with references, constraints [25], a reduced form of composite model,
and even in a semi-automatic way to synthesize an integrated model [11,15].

As a result, several modeling artifacts, each coming with their own variability
and possibly developed by different stakeholders, should be combined together.
In this paper, we first consider the problem of composing feature models (FMs),



a widely used formalism (see Section 2) for representing and reasoning about a
set of variability choices (a.k.a. features). We show that several salient variants
of composition operators can actually be defined, depending on the semantic
properties expected in the composed FM (Section 3). We present four vari-
ants with their respective implementations using the FAMILIAR language [15]
(Section 4). We also study the different realized trade-offs w.r.t. reasoning, cus-
tomizability, traceability and composability capacities, as well as quality of the
resulting feature diagram (Section 5). We show that existing works [6,8,26] and
our past attempts [15, 25] can benefit from the new proposed techniques when
reasoning, synthesizing feature diagrams, aligning FMs or simply devising new
composition-based operators. As a result, the contributions of this paper are:

– the identification of composition mechanisms and semantic properties for
building more complex composition-based operators on FMs.

– the survey of four possible variant implementations of such composition-
based operators including two new realizations in comparison with previous
work [15,25].

– a reading framework to help on selecting the right composition according to
their respective qualities.

– its validation by instantiating some representative existing works.

Our contribution should both assist developers in i) choosing or devising composition-
based operators for FMs and ii) choosing the most adequate tool-supported
technique to realize these operators.

2 Background

Feature Models (FMs) are a widely used formalism for modeling and reasoning
about commonality and variability of a system [27]. A recent survey of variability
modeling showed that FMs are by far the most frequently reported notation in
industry [28].

An FM is a hierarchical organization of features that aims to represent
the constraints under which features occur together in products configurations.
When decomposing a feature into subfeatures, the subfeatures may be optional
or mandatory or may form Xor- or Or-groups (see Fig. 1a for a visual representa-
tion of an FM). Not all combinations of features (configurations) are authorized
by an FM. Importantly, the hierarchy imposes some constraints: the presence
of a child feature in a configuration logically implies the presence of its parent
(e.g., the selection of F5 implies the selection of F2). The hierarchy also helps to
conceptually organize the features into different levels of increasing detail, thus
defining an ontological semantics.

A valid (or legal) configuration is obtained by selecting features in a manner
that respects the hierarchy and the following rules: i) If a parent is selected, the
following features must also be selected - all the mandatory subfeatures, exactly
one subfeature in each of its Xor-groups, and at least one of its subfeatures in
each of its Or-groups; ii) propositional constraints must hold. An FM defines a
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(a) fm1

Jfm1K = {{S, F2, F6},
{S, F2, F5, F1},
{S, F2, F5, F4},
{S, F2, F5, F1, F4},
{S, F2, F6, F1},
{S, F2, F6, F4}}

(b) Configurations

φfm1 = S // root
∧ F2 ⇔ S // mandatory
∧ F1 ⇒ S // optional
∧ F4 ⇒ S // optional
// Xor-group
∧ F5 ⇒ F2 ∧ F6 ⇒ F2

∧ F2 ⇒ F5 ∨ F6

∧ ¬F5 ∨ ¬F6

(c) Boolean formula

Fig. 1: FM, set of configurations and Boolean logic encoding

set of valid feature configurations (see Definition 1). Fig. 1b displays the set of
valid configurations characterized by the FM of Fig. 1a.

Definition 1 (Configuration Semantics) A configuration of an FM fm1 is
defined as a set of selected features. Jfm1K denotes the set of valid configurations
of fm1 and is a set of sets of features.

An FM is usually encoded as a propositional formula, denoted φ, and defined
over a set of Boolean variables, where each variable corresponds to a feature [29]
(see Fig. 1c for the propositional formula corresponding to the FM of Fig. 1a).
The terms FM and feature diagram are employed in the literature, usually to
denote the same concept. In this paper, we make a distinction. We consider that
a feature diagram (see Definition 2) includes a feature hierarchy (tree), a set of
feature groups, as well as human readable constraints (implies, excludes). The
syntactical constructs offered by such feature diagrams are not expressively com-
plete w.r.t propositional logics. Similar to [17], we thus consider that an FM is
composed of a feature diagram plus a propositional formula ψ (see Definition 3).

Definition 2 (Feature Diagram) A feature diagram FD =
〈G,EMAND, GXOR, GOR, I, EX〉 is defined as follows: G = (F , E, r) is a
rooted, labeled tree where F is a finite set of features, E ⊆ F × F is a finite
set of edges and r ∈ F is the root feature ; EMAND ⊆ E is a set of edges
that define mandatory features with their parents ; GXOR ⊆ P(F) × F and
GOR ⊆ P(F) × F define feature groups and are sets of pairs of child features
together with their common parent feature ; I a set of implies constraints whose
form is A ⇒ B, EX is a set of excludes constraints whose form is A ⇒ ¬B
(A ∈ F and B ∈ F).

Definition 3 (Feature Model) An FM is a tuple 〈FD,ψ〉 where FD is a
feature diagram and ψ is a propositional formula over the set of features F .



3 Meanings of Composition-based Operators

In an increasing number of contexts, a multiplicity of FMs have somehow to be
combined, merged or confronted (i.e., composed), for instance, to synthesize an
integrated view or reason globally about a system.

A first illustrative example Let us consider the composition of fm1, fm2 and
fm3 (see Fig. 1a, Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). We denote by ◦ a composition operator
over FM that computes a new FM. In our specific example, we consider that the
composed FM, denoted fmmunion

, should represent the union of input sets of
configurations of fm1, fm2 and fm3, that is: JfmmunionK = Jfm1K ∪ Jfm2K ∪
Jfm3K. Such a composition is typically used to build a new SPL offering all
the possible configurations supported in at least one of the products or SPLs
of an organization or a supplier. Two possible resulting FMs are depicted in
Fig. 2c and Fig. 3. Intuitively, when features are selected in the composed FM,
it means that the selection of corresponding features (i.e., with the same names)
are also valid and both supported in either fm1 or fm2 or fm3. For instance, a
partial configuration involving the selections of features F1, F2, and F3 is valid in
fmmunion

since the combination of features F1, F2, and F3 is also valid in fm2.
However it is not possible to both select features F3 and F4 in fmmunion

since
no valid configurations of fm1, fm2 and fm3 are supporting this combination.

Meanings Obviously, the semantics of the previous composition can be in con-
tradiction with the intentions, requirements or simply modeling objectives of a
practitioner. First there are different ways of interpreting the way features match
and are related to each other (e.g., the mapping is not necessarily one-to-one).
Second the configuration semantics expressed in the composed FM may differ
(stakeholders may want to compute the intersection, the reduced product, the
difference, etc. of configuration sets instead of the union). Finally the conceptual
organization of the features in the resulting FM is another variation. Due to the
variety of compositional scenarios exposed in the introduction, there is no one-
size-fits-all interpretation when FM have to be composed. In order to address
the variations’ meanings, we identify common mechanisms and present a generic
framework to devise (new) composition-based operators.

3.1 Different Strategies for Matching and Merging

The composition process exposed in the previous example is in line with many
works on model composition that consists in two main phases [30, 31]: i) the
matching phase identifies model elements that describe the same concepts in the
input models to be composed; ii) the merging phase where matched elements
are grouped together (i.e., merged) to create new elements in the resulting model.

The previous strategy for matching/merging FMs is rather basic and straight-
forward: features match if they have the same names while the merging consists
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fm1

FMr union

fm2 fm3

(F1 ⬄  (fm1.F1 v fm2.F1 v fm3.F1)) ^
atmost1 (fm1.F1, fm2.F1, fm3.F1) ^ 
(F6 ⬄  (fm1.F6 v fm2.F6 v fm3.F6)) ^
atmost1(fm1.F6, fm2.F6, fm3.F6) ^
(F4 ⬄  (fm1.F4 v fm3.F4)) ^
atmost1(fm1.F4, fm3.F4) ^
(S ⬄  (fm1.S v fm2.S v fm3.S)) ^
atmost1(fm1.S, fm2.S, fm3.S) ^
(F2 ⬄  (fm1.F2 v fm2.F2 v fm3.F2)) ^
atmost1(fm1.F2, fm2.F2, fm3.F2) ^ 
(F5 ⬄  (fm1.F5 v fm2.F5 v fm3.F5)) ^ 
atmost1(fm1.F5, fm2.F5, fm3.F5) ^ (F3 ⬄  fm2.F3)

Ѱr union =

Fig. 3: Composition of fm1, fm2, and fm3, somehow equivalent to fmmunion .
The term atmost1 (F1, . . . , Fn) is equivalent to ∧i<j(¬Fi ∨ ¬Fj)

in simply creating new features with the same names S, F1, . . . , F6. How-
ever more sophisticated matching and merging mechanisms are needed especially
when input FMs are coming from different sources (e.g., suppliers) or when the
composed FM should reflect a view of the system that does not necessarily in-
clude all the original details or feature names.

We give an example in Fig. 4 (ψrother
will be explained in detail in the

next section). Firstly, F56 is mapped to features F5 and F6 of input FMs. The
intuition is that either selecting F5 or F6 is sufficient to realize the feature F56.
In a sense, F56 abstracts features F5 and F6 since no distinction is made between
F5 and F6 at the level of abstraction of the view (coloured features). Secondly,
F1 is no longer present in the composed view. It is another form of abstraction:
unnecessary details are removed. Thirdly another feature, named F8, is present
in the view and aims to better structure the FM, considering that features F3
and F4 are ontologically closed.

3.2 Different Semantic Properties

The matching and merging mechanisms are the basics for devising a composition
operator. However they do not state what are the properties of the composed FM
in terms of configuration semantics and ontological semantics. Let us consider
once again the composition of fm1, fm2, fm3 and assume that features F3
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F8 ⬄ (fm2.F3 v fm1.F4 v fm3.F4) ^
F3 ⬄ (fm1.F3) ^
F4 ⬄ (fm1.F4 v fm3.F4) ^ 
F56 ⬄ (fm1.F5 v fm2.F5 v fm3.F5 v 
fm1.F6 v fm2.F6 v fm3.F6)

S S

Ѱr other =

Fig. 4: Another composition of fm1, fm2, and fm3 with different match-
ing/merging strategies and semantic properties

match in the three FMs and are merged as a new feature F3 in the composed
FMs. There is still need to establish the meaning of the new feature F3 in terms
of configuration, i.e., what is the impact of a selection and deselection of F3 in
the composed FM?

Configuration semantics A first interpretation is that the selection of F3 in
the composed FM involves the selection of F3 in one and only one input FM. (It
corresponds to the union of configuration sets as considered in the first illustra-
tive example.) The direct impact of this specific semantics is that the selection
of F3 induces in turn the selection of F1 (see Fig. 2c and Fig. 3), since there
is no SPL that supports F3 without F1. Another more restrictive interpretation
is that the selection of F3 in the composed FM forces the selection of all fea-
tures named F3 in input FMs. If this interpretation is applied on all features,
the composition intuitively corresponds to the intersection of configuration sets.
Yet another (less restrictive) interpretation is that the selection of F3 in the
composed FM forces the selection of at least one features named F3 in input
FMs, etc.

Ontological semantics Another important aspect of FMs is the way features
are conceptually organized in the tree-based hierarchy. Given a set of configura-
tions, there still exists different candidate FMs yet with different hierarchies [17].
Therefore what the most appropriate feature hierarchy is should be part of the
composition. For instance, a practitioner may consider that the feature F3 is
more appropriately located below the feature F1 than below the root S in Fig. 3.

4 Variations in the Compositions of Feature Models

A composition operator ◦ takes as input a set of FMs and can be customized for
supporting different matching/merging strategies and semantic properties (being
related to configuration or ontological aspects) in the resulting FM. The following
section addresses another important and related problem: How to implement
these compositions? Different variants are indeed worth to consider, each having
strengths and weaknesses.



4.1 Denotational-based Composition (Logic-based)

The logic-based implementation consists in i) encoding the expected configura-
tion set of the composed FM as a Boolean formula φc ii) synthesizing the feature
diagram from φc. Fig. 5a summarizes the process. The first step is to compute
φc. All input FMs (resp. fm1 and fm2) are encoded as Boolean formula (resp.
φ1 and φ2). Then the composition operator is denoted (or translated) in the
Boolean logic. If we consider the case of union (see the first illustrative example),
the denotational operator roughly corresponds to a disjunction of formulae (de-
tails have been given in [25]). Similar denotations can be applied for computing
the intersection, diff, reduced product, etc. of configurations sets. The second
step determines an appropriate hierarchy and synthesizes variability informa-
tion. First we compute the binary implication graph of φc. It is a directed graph
BIGc = (V,E), V being the set of nodes corresponding to variables of the for-
mula, while the set of edges is formally defined as E = {(fi, fj) | φ ∧ fi ⇒ fj}.
BIGc is a representation of all logical implications between two variables in φc
and corresponds intuitively to all possible hierarchies of fmc. Second we com-
pute a directed minimum spanning tree (MST) of BIGc that maximises the
parent-child relationships of input FM hierarchies. Finally, other components of
the feature diagrams can be synthesized [19, 32]. In Fig. 2c, the resulting syn-
thesized FM corresponds to the first illustrative composition of fm1, fm2 and
fm3 (union mode, name-based matching strategy).

4.2 Operational-based Composition (Reference-based)

Another radically different implementation is to reference input FMs. The key
idea is to build a separated FM (i.e., a view) that typically contains features with
the same names of the input FMs. The features of the view are then related to
input features through a set of logical constraints. The result is an FM that
both aggregates the input FMs, the view, and the constraints. Fig. 3 depicts the
resulting FM on the same kind of composition (union) than previously consid-
ered. Other kinds of configuration semantics (e.g., intersection) can be realized
by defining another view and logical mapping.

The main difference is that features of input FMs are still present (i.e, the
merging strategy differs compared to the denotation-based implementation). Yet
it is worth to observe that the configuration semantics expressed in fmrunion

(see Fig. 3) is equivalent to fmmunion
(see Fig. 2c). The equivalence is defined

as follows:
JfmmunionK = JfmrunionK |Frview

where Frview
is the set of features in the view (coloured features in Fig. 3)

and A |B denotes the projection of for two given sets A and B such that: A |B
4
=

{a′ | a ∈ A∧a′ = a∩B} = {a∩B| a ∈ A}. Intuitively it means that the exact same
combinations of S, F1, . . . , F6 are authorized in fmrunion and fmmunion . This is
due to ψrunion

that constraints the way features S, F1, . . . , F6 of fmrunion
can be

combined. For instance, ψrunion
states that the selection of F2 should correspond



to at least and at most one of the following features: fm1.F2, fm2.F2, or fm3.F2.
Therefore F2 is actually mandatory in ψrunion

(as in ψmunion
).

fm1 fm2

φ1 φ2 φc

fmco

o' =

=

(a) Logic-based

fm1 fm2o =

fmr

fmc

(b) Reference-based
fm1 fm2

φref

o =

fmr

fmc

(c) With local synthesis

fm1 fm2

φref

o =

fmr

fmc

φc'

(d) With slicing

Fig. 5: Variants of composition-based operator implementation

4.3 Hybrid

The semantic equivalence of the denotational and operational-based implementa-
tions and the last remarks give the idea of going further by correcting the view of
the reference-based FM. Two equivalent solutions are considered. In both cases,
the principle is to i) denote the reference-based FM as a formula φref and then
ii) synthesize a new feature diagram and FM (see Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d).

Reference-based and Local Synthesis Our goal is to synthesize a new FM
that only contains features of Frview . However φref contains many Boolean vari-
ables that may disturb the algorithm. In particular the computation of the impli-
cation graph is likely to contain nodes and edges that are not relevant. Further-
more considering all variables of φref will dramatically increase the computation
time. We thus adapt the synthesis procedure so that reasoning operations are
only applied over relevant variables. For instance, the computation of the im-
plication graph can be realized by checking possible implications only between
features of interest. The synthesis of the variability information leads to the same
exact feature diagram depicted in Fig. 2c on the previous example.

Reference-based and Slicing Another variant is to eliminate disturbing vari-
ables in φref and obtain a new formula φc′ . Intuitively, non relevant variables
are removed by existential quantification in φref .

Definition 4 (Existential Quantification) Let v be a Boolean variable oc-
curring in φ. φ|v (resp. φ|v̄) is φ where variable v is assigned the value True
(resp. False). Existential quantification is then defined as ∃v φ =def φ|v ∨ φ|v̄ .



In case of union, intersection, etc., φc′ is equal to φc (the formula obtained
with a denotational-based approach), i.e., the formula logically represents the
exact same valid configurations and the set of variables is exactly the same.
Therefore φc′ can be used afterwards to synthesize an FM: the feature diagram
obtained is the same as Fig. 2c.

4.4 Tooling Support

We rely on FAMILIAR (for FeAture Model scrIpt Language for manIpulation
and Automatic Reasoning) [15]. The language already includes facilities for im-
porting/exporting, editing, reasoning about FMs and their configurations. Two
reasoning back-ends (SAT solvers using SAT4J and BDDs using JavaBDD) are
internally used and perform over propositional formulae. Compared to our pre-
vious effort [15,19], we extend the language and integrate the new compositional
techniques developed in the paper through the form of operations over FMs
(aggregateMerge, ksynthesis "over" , etc.). We adapt the Tarjan’s algorithm
based on corrections reported in [33] to compute the directed MST of binary
implication graphs. The code snippet below illustrates how to use the four im-
plementation variants on the illustrative example of the paper. The reference [34]
provides a comprehensive tutorial and numerous examples.

fm1 = FM (S : ..) fm2 = FM (S : ..) fm3 = FM (S : ..) // input feature models

fmMUnion = merge union { fm1 fm2 fm3 } // logic-based
fmRUnion = aggregateMerge union { fm1 fm2 fm3 } // reference-based

fm6 = extract fmRUnion.S // basic extraction (features are all optionals)
fm7 = slice fmRUnion including fmRUnion.S* // slicing (same FD + formula than fmMUnion)
fm8 = ksynthesis fmRUnion over fm5.S* // local synthesis (same FD but formula differs)

5 A Framework for Composing your Compositions

Users of composition operators for FMs have to define a specific semantics (or
reuse an existing one, see left part of Fig. 6) and then select an appropriate im-
plementation (see right part of Fig. 6). In this section, we provide a reading grid
and practical illustrations in order to assist users in customizing a composition
adapted to their requirements.

5.1 Comparison Framework and Reading Grid

We first discuss and compare the pros and cons of each implementation variant.
Quality of the Feature Diagram The feature diagram (see Definition 2)

can be seen as a syntactical view of the configuration set that practitioners or
automated tools usually exploit in a forward engineering phase. Given a set
of configurations (say s), there may not exist a feature diagram FD such that
JFDK = s. In both cases, as much information as possible should be represented
in the resulting feature diagram to approximate or fully represent s. It is known
as the property of maximality [29]. A violation of maximality can have severe
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Fig. 7: Composition of fm4, fm5, and fm6 (union): in left-part, the hierarchy
leads to an incomplete FM ; in the right-part, a complete and sound FM.

consequences, since in this case the syntactical information may contradict the
actual meaning of the FM. For instance, the operational-based composition has
the worst maximality since the resulting feature diagram is a super-set of all
combinations of features and is a very rough over-approximation of s. In par-
ticular, the feature F2 is optional in the feature diagram whereas it is always
included in every configuration. The other variants have the best possible max-
imality since they all rely on the logical synthesis technique that is known to
produce a maximal feature diagram [32].

Another expected quality of a feature diagram is its soundness and com-
pleteness. In the reference-based FM, the feature hierarchy of the view is chosen
without a priori considering the configuration set. Therefore it may happen that
the retained hierarchy is not a spanning tree of the implication graph, with the
consequence of either precluding some valid configurations (incomplete) or all
possible configuration (unsound). We give an example in Fig. 7 (the FM is in-
complete). Hybrid techniques (i.e., local synthesis and slicing), that rely on the
reference-based FM, could be adapted to fix the problem. The idea is to first set
a basic and very flattened hierarchy (i.e., all features are child features of the
root) that could not violate any configurations. Then a safe hierarchy could be
determined from the implication graph and replaced afterwards.

Reasoning A composition-based operator computes a FM that can be ex-
ploited afterwards for reasoning, for example, when performing assisted config-
urations (decision verification and propagation, auto-completion, scheduling of
configuration tasks, etc.), when automating analysis over the FMs (e.g., debug-
ging of FMs, comparison of two FMs) [35, 36]. The question we address here is:
how to reason about the configurations once the resulting FM has been synthe-



sized? The drawback of a reference-based approach is that the reasoning should
be performed over (a large amount of) features that are sometimes not relevant.
For instance, if we want to perform a configuration over the features F1, F2, . . . ,
F6, it necessarily involves considering the referenced features fm1.F1, fm1.F2,
. . . , fm3.F6. As a result, the relevant view (coloured features of Fig. 3) of the
composition is not independent of the other FMs. Furthermore, reasoning oper-
ations, usually implemented with SAT solvers or BDD, are not directly usable as
such and rather have to be adapted to deal with unnecessary Boolean variables.
On the contrary, the denotational-based technique or the use of slicing overcome
such limitations since the computed formula only contains relevant Boolean vari-
ables and can be exploited independently. The local synthesis is not adequate
for simplifying the formula since it calculates a feature diagram that is likely
to express an over-approximation of the actual formula. For example, the local
synthesis will generate the same feature diagram of Fig. 2c but not ψmunion

, thus
precluding its use for a correct reasoning.

Traceability Features are usually mapped to development artefacts, such
as components, models and user documentation . The preservation of the trace-
ability between the FM and the artefacts is essential for automatic deriva-
tion of products from the configuration of the composed FM. In the case of
a denotational-based technique, the mapping between the input FMs is not kept
intact because they are replaced by a merged FM. As a result, the selections
of features in the composed model may correspond to as many corresponding
features in the input FMs. In the case of reference-based FM, the traceability is
kept intact so that it is straightforward and immediate to determine the impact
of a selection or a deselection on inputs.

Customizability In the previous section, we have shown that there are
different mechanisms that can be customized to specify the meaning of a com-
position. The denotational-based strategy is the most rigid since the matching
strategy is assumed to be one-to-one and based on feature names while the
merging process creates a new feature with the same name. It can be argued
that some pre-processing steps and post-processing steps (renaming, removal of
unnecessary features, etc.) can be applied to implicitly implement a matching
and merging strategy. However the user effort can be very arduous and error-
prone. The task is even more complex when the configuration semantics should
be defined. The reference-based techniques are more general since any kinds of
logical mappings between i) the features planned to be present in the composed
FM and ii) the features in the input FMs can be defined. A last aspect is the
customization of the ontological semantics. Denotational or hybrid techniques
provide to users the means to select a sound feature hierarchy through the im-
plication graph. The operational-based approach does not permit such scenarios
and therefore the specification of the hierarchy is more error-prone.

Composability Let us consider the composition in union mode and a match-
ing strategy based on feature names (as the example explained in Section 3). The
reference-based technique is neither associative nor commutative, e.g., ◦(◦(fm1,
fm2), fm3) 6= ◦(◦(fm1, fm3), fm2) 6= ◦(fm1, fm2, fm3). Though the configu-



ration set represented is the same, the feature diagrams are different. On the
contrary the denotational-based and hybrid techniques are associative and com-
mutative (in the case of union) since the Boolean formulas obtained are the
same as previously and the logical operations do have the properties. Finally, it
should be noted that a reference-based composition is hardly composable with a
denotational-based composition since they are not operating over the same set
of features, leading to counter intuitive results. In this case it is needed to slice
the reference-based FM in order to align their domains.

Denotational Operational Local Synthesis Slicing

Diagram quality A C A A

Reasoning A C C A

Customizability C B A A

Traceability C A A A

Composability A C B A

Fig. 8: Comparison of approaches (A: best ; C: worst)

Table 8 summarizes the
discussions and results by
classifying the best and the
worst solution in a given di-
mension. Some implementa-
tion variants are equivalent
for some criteria (e.g., de-
notational and hybrid tech-
niques compute the same

feature diagram). The slicing-based technique fulfils all the criterion and, as
such, can be considered as the most suited in the general case. Yet, its perfor-
mance has to be confronted to other composition variants in practical settings
(with different kinds of input FMs, matching and semantic properties, etc.). We
leave it as future work since it is a knowledge compilation problem [37] that
deserves a focused and careful attention.

5.2 Instantiating the Framework

We revisit some existing works that target different variability modeling scenar-
ios. The goal is to illustrate the tradeoffs and validate the reading grid.

Devising web configurators from product descriptions In [12], we
extract FMs from product descriptions with the ultimate goal of devising prod-
uct configurators. In this scenario the requirements are as follows. First, the
reasoning facilities are crucial to assist end-users in configuring the products.
Second, there are no alignment issues since the product descriptions are semi-
structured in a tabular data that defines the vocabulary. Third, the FM has
to be transformed (e.g., into widgets such as check boxes, lists, images, etc.).
The transformation strategy is both automatic (mandatory features are hidden
while Xor-groups are transformed as lists of configuration options) and man-
ual (an expert overrides or defines some specific strategies to transform features
into widgets). Given all these requirements, the best solution is to rely on a
denotational-based implementation that has good reasoning capabilities, com-
putes a high-quality feature diagram, while other criteria (e.g., composability)
are not as important.

Modular model checking In order to implement parallel composition of
feature transition systems, Classen et al. proposed to compute the intersection
of two FMs [38]. The composition consists in computing a FM characterizing
the intersection of the two configuration sets. (The matching strategy is based



on feature names while the merging strategy is to create a new feature with a
same name.) The denotational-based strategy is again the best solution since
reasoning is crucial – model checking techniques based on the formula of the
composed FM are applied afterwards – the matching strategy is basic while the
semantic properties (intersection) can be easily denoted in Boolean logic.

Managing variability of independent suppliers More and more organi-
zations are developing software based on commercially available components
from the marketplace and implemented by external suppliers. In such sup-
ply chains, variability coming from different sources has to be integrated (see,
e.g., [8,24]). Specifically, Hartman et al. [8] presented the problem in the domain
of wireless solutions. They introduced the Supplier Independent FM (SIFM) in
order to select products among the set of products described by several Sup-
plier Specific FMs (SSFM). The key benefits, already given [8], are as follows
i) the traceability with suppliers is kept intact ; ii) the mappings with suppli-
ers’ features can be easily customized. This corresponds exactly to the use of a
reference-based FM that exhibits such property.

Moreover our tool-supported proposal can raise two limitations. First, the
choice of the feature hierarchy in the SIFM is ad-hoc with the risk of being
unsafe (precluding some valid configurations). Second, all features in the SIFM
are optionals. In both cases, the hybrid techniques can be used to synthesize a
better feature diagram (maximal and sound by construction).

Variability modeling in large-scale organizations Reiser and Weber
presented an approach to cope with large diagrams and large-scale organizations
in the car industry [6]. The hierarchical organization of product sublines leads
naturally to have an integrated view of the system referring to other features.
The traceability with the different departments of the organization is crucial.
The mappings can be arbitrarily complex since some features of input FMs
are either not referenced by the view features (abstraction) or related through
complex logical relationships. A denotational-based approach is therefore too
rigid. The reference-based approach is the most appropriate solution while the
local synthesis or the slicing techniques can be used for correcting the view.

Impact of FM composition on modeling assets An FM is usually asso-
ciated to an asset (e.g., models) [2,38]. Based on a selection of desired features,
a customized model product can be automatically obtained through transfor-
mations. Composing such model-based SPLs is naturally emerging (e.g., [4,38]).
Given FMs (e.g., fm1 and fm2), their respective (sets of) assets (resp. A1 and
A2), and their bindings (materialized as arrows in Fig. 9), the challenge is to
compute a new model-based SPL (fmc, Ac, and a new binding). The major
difficulty is that that the resulting composed triplet should be consistent with
JfmcK. Mirroring the semantics of the composition-based operators on the triplet
raises two main challenges (see Fig. 9): i) the composition (Ob) of the bindings
(see [39] for the underlying challenges) ; ii) the composition (Oa) of the assets.

The semantics and implementation is obvious if the rules of the binding are
simple (e.g., one-to-one mapping), and the composition operator used to assem-
ble the assets is the law of a mathematical group composed of the assets (closure,
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Fig. 9: Composing model-based SPL (left-part) is mirroring the semantics of the
composition-based operators on the bindings and the assets (right-part)

associativity, identity and invertibility). Unfortunately, this is in practice seldom
the case, e.g., the Common Variability Language provides a powerful action lan-
guage to express the binding [40], and can be arbitrarily complex. Moreover,
most of the composition operators used to derive concrete products by assem-
bling assets do not ensure the properties of the law of a group (e.g., invertibility).
Though numerous approaches to model composition have been proposed [30,31],
the problem of composing model-based SPLs has not yet deserved enough atten-
tion. The trade-offs discussed in the paper are a first step towards automatically
mirroring the semantics of compositions operators for model-based SPLs.

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

Composing different variability descriptions from different sources is now a strong
need in many engineering contexts. In this paper we have studied the different
forms of feature model (FM) compositions, establishing the differences in feature
matching and relations, as well as in the expressed configuration and ontological
semantics. We have also detailed four different implementations of the compo-
sition operation, being based either on the underlying logic or some references
between composed FMs. Two implementations are revisited versions from [25]
while the two others are new and use forms of slicing and local synthesis over
the FMs. We discussed the benefits and drawbacks of each variant using differ-
ent criteria: the quality of the resulting FM, its customizability, as well as the
provided capability of reasoning over the FM and of composing different im-
plementations together. Different practical scenarios of use [6, 8, 12, 24, 38] were
presented and a reading grid synthesizes these findings, in the aim of assisting
developers choosing and implementing the right compositions.

Our immediate concern is to address one of the challenges opened by our
contribution: the impact of the FM composition over the related modeling as-
sets. The tradeoffs made explicit in the proposed reading grid should be reused
to identify how to automate a mirroring of the FM composition semantics for
model-based product lines.
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